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Abstract—IoT has long since come to the pet industry resulting in a proliferation of data-intensive devices including tracking anything from activity, health, to location. The resulting ‘Internet of Pets’ is generating large volumes of animal data which, due to the close link between the digital profile of companion animals held as pets (e.g., cats and dogs) and their caregivers holds significant security and privacy implications. In this case study we explore the vulnerability of such pet wearables to side-channel attacks, describing our implementation of an electromagnetic attack on a now discontinued dog activity tracker. We show how we were able to successfully exfiltrate data from the device during the Base64 encoding process and discuss what implications this holds for the security of these devices, given the lack of protection that animal data is afforded under extant existing data protection policy and legislation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pet wearables are Internet of Things (IoT) devices worn by companion animals such as dogs and cats which capture activity, health, or even location data. The billion-dollar pet industry is catching up with the wearable hype and getting involved in the wearables market, with the number of available devices having grown significantly over the past years [1], [2]. While a large body of work exists on understanding the different aspects of human wearables’ design and use (cf. [3]), research is only beginning to explore wearables for companion animals. With the growing popularity of these devices companion animals are starting to ‘produce’ large volumes of wellness and health data, which hold many privacy and security implications that require further research attention. Research so far has focused in particular on privacy considerations and expectations from the human users’ side (cf. [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]) but as of yet little attention has been paid to the hardware security of these devices, notwithstanding a 2018 Kaspersky Labs [9] report which identified several vulnerabilities—in particular in the communication between the worn device and a caregiver’s phone via the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) protocol.

To build on these findings and stimulate further attention to hardware security of pet wearables, we take a further step in the investigation of security aspects of pet wearables by considering Side-Channel Attacks (SCA). In particular, we demonstrate a successful SCA on a commercial dog activity tracker—obtaining information from its used Base64 encoding algorithm, by recording the traces of the device’s central processor during data transfer. We provide a detailed description of our approach and discuss implications for how we should consider security of pet wearables.

II. BACKGROUND

Side-channel attacks (SCA) are a powerful type of cryptographic attack which take advantage of physical leakage such as electromagnetic radiation or changes in power consumption. Early SCAs involved timing attacks to break Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA), Diffie-Hellman (DH), and Digital Signature Standard (DSS) encryption by measuring execution time of different code branches and operations [10]. Later it was discovered that device power consumption leaks information about Data Encryption Standard (DES) and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) by using both simple [11] and differential analysis [12]. Modern SCAs use many non-invasive ways to measure leakage, for example, electromagnetic signals [13], [14] or acoustic cryptanalysis [15], [16].

An electromagnetic field is formed during the operation of a device as a current flows through its hardware. If the design of a device is not well thought out, such unintentionally created fields may carry information about operations occurring during an observation, making it possible to ‘read’ data directly from the processor via the electromagnetic field. [17]. When using electromagnetic attacks special attention is paid to electromagnetic radiation, which is emitted by electrical circuits that consist of semiconductor elements such as transistors and diodes [18]. An attacker does not always know which frequencies are involved in the encoding process. We can use traces to determine the most frequently used frequencies during different execution periods— a non-aggressive attack. The use of filters always depends directly on the specific device and the noise level [19]. Encoding algorithms are vulnerable to simple electromagnetic analysis if there is a critical dependency of the definition of a specific key bit on the mathematical operation performed such as multiplication or exponentiation. By having a well-recorded trace, we can thus obtain the key by analyzing the record and identifying the multiplication operations performed [20].

There are cases where a simple electromagnetic attack is impossible or ineffective. Differential electromagnetic attacks
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are used when the information received after applying simple electromagnetic analysis is insufficient. For example, symmetric encryption algorithms are most susceptible to such differential electromagnetic analysis. A distinctive feature of such an attack is that it is not necessary to have complete information about the device performing cryptographic operations [21]. By synthesizing and applying a combination of different types of attacks via side-channels (in terms of power, time, and electromagnetic radiation) we can increase the possibility of further analysis of the obtained traces. For example, a successful extraction of keys from the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) was demonstrated through an attack on mobile phones in 2016 [22]. Modern cryptographic software on mobile phones which implement the ECDSA has been shown to allow for the inadvertent revealing of their secret keys through physical channels: electromagnetic radiation and power consumption, which fluctuates depending on the secret information during cryptographic calculation. Another successful electromagnetic attack on ARM processor systems with the goal of cracking the key of the symmetric block algorithm AES has been shown using SCA [23].

Based on the above, it seems feasible that an electromagnetic SCA is a feasible strategy to extract information from pet wearables, and that the result of analyzing the received traces, that is, extracting secret information, will directly correlate with the quality of the equipment used to measure the electromagnetic signal [24], [25].

III. CASE STUDY: SCA ON A PET WEARABLE

A. The device

In this case study we analyzed a now discontinued dog activity tracker made by Jagger & Lewis [26]. The device contains several types of sensors, including accelerometer, gyroscope, hall sensor, and light and temperature sensors, and is equipped with Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and a rechargeable battery. When the device interacts with a data processing server, it uses an API in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format, which is converted to Base64 encoding.

B. The electromagnetic attack

To demonstrate the SCA, we consider the JSON exchange between the device and server, showing our ability to restore the original JSON text by analyzing traces at the moment of encoding in Base64. As the Jagger & Lewis device is based on the ARM processor architecture, we know that the basic mathematical operations (addition, multiplication, shifts) cannot differ significantly from different versions of the processor family. This indicates a potential vulnerability to SCAs. A schematic representation of the conducted attack is given in Fig. 1, with the electromagnetic traces of the device’s processor being the source data we capture.

We used the following equipment to conduct the SCA:

- a type PXI-5114 digital oscilloscope [27] made by National Instruments (sample clock set to 250 MS/s, bandwidth 125 MHz), shown in Fig. 2;
- an antenna with which the measurements of electromagnetic fields from the device (probe) were made; and
- RFSA – Soft Front Panel software.

We chose this particular oscilloscope for its maximum bandwidth of 3 GHz as the Bluetooth signal range is in the range from 2.402 GHz to 2.48 GHz. This will allow us to record traces that directly describe the authentication processes using the BLE protocol. To further analyze the traces resulting from an electromagnetic attack, we used Soft Front Panel to record signals from the attacked device for subsequent visual analysis of the form as well for estimating its amplitude and temporal characteristics. We connected a probe to the oscilloscope’s analog input to record electromagnetic radiation from the tracker and recorded the signal in various modes of the tracker: at the time of the Bluetooth search, at the time of pairing the device with the smartphone, and at the time of encoding data to Base64. All signals were collected separately.

The recorded signals were captured using an oscilloscope which carried out the sampling process on an analog-to-digital converter. To qualitatively implement an attack on electromagnetic radiation, it is required to carry out the processes of recording signals in neutral mode and in active / working mode. We also turned off all devices located at the location of the experiment with the exception of equipment that was directly required to conduct the attack to minimize third-party noise. The SCA was carried out in close proximity to the tracker CPU, at a distance of 0.1–0.2 cm as shown in Fig. 3. The signal from the tracker with its case intact was much weaker than the signal from when we opened its case, so we decided to make the final measures using the opened case. A sampling interval of 20 nanoseconds was selected as an interval for sampling. The Blackman window [28] acts as a typical window function for all records.

At the beginning of the SCA we investigated the frequency range of the device’s Bluetooth operation. According to the device specification, its working range of operation was in the range from 2.402 GHz to 2.48 GHz. The results of the frequency analysis are presented in Fig. 4 while Fig.5 shows how dependent the measured signal strength is on the distance to the antenna.

We next had to remove traces in neutral mode to aid in reducing working trace noise. Several signal trace recording operations were performed for each of the following cases:

- in neutral mode;
- in the search mode for other devices via Bluetooth; and
- in the tracker preparing data to the server.

Traces recorded during the SCA are shown across Fig. 6, showing timelines on a scale of 20 nanoseconds of change in the amplitude of the electromagnetic signal recorded from the fitness tracker expressed in dB.

Fig. 1: The conducted electromagnetic attack
Figure 6a shows the operation of the device in neutral mode, where a low signal activity can be observed due to lack of CPU processing activity. If the device is in a search mode, as shown in Fig. 6b, one can observe a significant change in the amplitude values of the signal emitted by the tracker. In this mode the CPU processes information related to the Bluetooth module’s operation. In Fig. 6c, a significant change in the trace pattern is observed compared to the previous cases, representing the information being encoded into JSON format. It should be noted that the recorded traces contain side noise, as not all equipment interference could...
be prevented. If the noise is comparable in amplitude with the “splash” of the signal, then a noise reduction procedure should be performed based on the previously recorded tracker signal in the “neutral” mode, in which the “clean” noise profile is recorded. The dependence of the delay time for receiving data on the distance is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7: Dependence of the delay time for receiving data on the distance to the antenna

To carry out a qualitative analysis of the SCA, it is necessary to understand which particular trace contains the relevant data encoding information. To correctly identify this trace the signal was recorded alternately in the neutral and encoding mode. One of the key problems in the analysis of traces measured via side channels is the precise determination of the time that the mathematical operations of encoding are performed. If this problem is not solved, it is impossible to decode the “secret” from the trace. The search for these time intervals can be carried out visually, as additional mathematical operations in the processor are displayed as “bursts”, appearing as petals. Indeed, in the traces shown in Fig. 8, such points in time are visible—the signal amplitude becomes larger at the time of encoding data to the server compared to the signal in neutral mode.

Fig. 8: “Bursts” of the tracker signal when connected to a device

It is efficient to perform the trace analysis using a window function since their level of spectrum sidelobes is less than the dynamic range obtained when recording a signal. Preliminary weighting of a signal sample by one of numerous time windows that smoothly descend at the edges of the range is traditionally used to reduce the level of sidelobes. Efficient window functions such as Kaiser, Hanning, Dolph-Chebyshev, or Kravchenko’s atomic functions provide suppression of the ‘tails’ of the frequency response to -80/-100 dB levels. However, the suppression of sidelobes is achieved by reducing the transform capability due to the expansion of the main lobe. Therefore we need to achieve a trade-off between the supression of sidelobes and the expansion of the main lobe. The basic frequency responses of window functions are given in Fig. 9, allowing to compare different windows with each other on the normalized width of the frequency response main lobe $\Delta F_0$, the normalized width of the main lobe of the frequency response at the zero level ($\Delta F_0$), and the maximum sidelobe level $\gamma_{max}$.

Fig. 9: Characteristics of window functions, from [28]

Based on the established properties of the main window functions, the Blackman window is the best solution given the trade-off described above. To perform further trace analysis, it is necessary to calculate the sidelobe levels of the obtained traces using the Blackman window with the sidelobe level: -58 dB ($\alpha=0.16$) by the formula:

$$
\omega(\pi) = \alpha_0 - \alpha_1 \cos \frac{2\pi}{N-1} + \alpha_2 \cos \frac{4\pi}{N-1},
$$

with:

- $\alpha_0 = \frac{1-\alpha}{2}$,
- $\alpha_1 = \frac{1}{2}$,
- $\alpha_2 = \frac{0}{2}$.

Based on the results of the case study we can assume that this device uses the simplest data encoding algorithm, namely Base64, likely to ensure the smallest number of operations are performed to account for the tracker’s low power. The basic operation that occurs in the central processor at the time of encoding in Base64 is the shift operation, because it is required to implement the standard initial text content in blocks of 6 bits each. The traces measured during this operation, as shown in Fig. 8 show bright amplitude oscillations, which can be interpreted as register shifts. In the case study, we measured the following fragments encoded in Base64:

- ewoJInZlcnNpb24iIDogIjAuMS42IiwKCSJzb3VyY2Ui
- ZXNzYWdlVHlwZSI6InNlbmRBbmltYWxQYXJhbXMiLAoJCSJhcmdzIjp7
  - After a manual conversion, the following JSON message fragments were extracted from Base64:

  ```json
  "ewoJInZlcnNpb24iIDogIjAuMS42IiwKCSJzb3VyY2UiIDogInRyYWNIZXhlaAoJInRvby8xVdWliA"
  "ZXNzYWdlVHlwZSI6InNlbmRBbmltYWxQYXJhbXMiLAoJCSJhcmdzIjp7"
  ```
• "version": "0.1.6", "source": "tracker", "toolUuid"
• essageType":":"sendAnimalParams", "args":{"}

These results show that our assumption regarding the use of Base64 encoding was correct, as we successfully decoded the data. This shows that the SCA for each device is unique and depends on the specific implementation of the encoding or encryption algorithm, and may change with different devices due to different CPU architecture, location of physical elements, and so on.

IV. CONCLUDING OUTLOOK

This paper presented a case study demonstrating the capture and analysis of the Base64 encoding algorithm from a (once) commercially available dog activity tracker. We have shown that this device is vulnerable to SCAs by recording traces from its CPU when data was being transferred. Such vulnerabilities to SCAs hold significant security implications that need to be considered—also in the case of pet wearables that capture and process animal data. Given that the use of pet wearables is gaining more popularity and the amount of sensitive information they capture and hold is increasing, manufacturers need to pay due attention to their security—at the very least avoiding the use of algorithms that are easily susceptible to SCAs.

As similar devices use similar processors, other pet wearables should be examined for their resistance to SCAs, by conducting more fully fledged attacks implementing an electromagnetic attack using high quality equipment to obtain further secret information from devices, developing a “false tracker” using such secret information, and subsequently implementing a connection between a “false tracker” and a caregiver’s smart phone, in order to capture a caregiver’s personal data from their connected smartphone. Finally, future work should establish a comparative analysis of the security of the architecture of processors used in pet wearables.
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